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Trademarks

INDICATOR SCORE

Category 1: Patents, Related Rights, and Limitations

1. Patent term of protection 1.00

2. Patentability requirements 0.25

3. Patentability of computer-implemented inventions (CIIs) 0.25

4. Pharmaceutical-related patent enforcement and resolution mechanism 0.00

5. Legislative criteria and active use of compulsory licensing of patented products and technologies 0.00

6. Patent term restoration for pharmaceutical products 0.00

7. Membership in Patent Prosecution Highways (PPHs) 0.50

8. Patent opposition 0.00

Category 2: Copyrights, Related Rights, and Limitations

9. Copyright (and related rights) term of protection 0.53

10. Legal measures that provide necessary exclusive rights that prevent infringement of copyrights and related
rights (including Web hosting, streaming, and linking)

0.25

11. Expeditious injunctive-style relief and disabling of infringing content online 0.50

12. Availability of frameworks that promote cooperative action against online piracy 0.00

13. Scope of limitations and exceptions to copyrights and related rights 0.25

14. Digital rights management (DRM) legislation 0.25

15. Clear implementation of policies and guidelines requiring that any proprietary software used on government 
ICT systems should be licensed software

0.50

Category 3: Trademarks, Related Rights, and Limitations

16. Trademarks term of protection (renewal periods) 1.00

17. Ability of trademark owners to protect their trademarks: requisites for protection 0.25

18. Legal measures available that provide necessary exclusive rights to redress unauthorized uses of trademarks 0.25

19. Availability of frameworks that promote cooperative private action against online sale of counterfeit goods 0.25

20. Industrial design term of protection 0.40

21. Legal measures available that provide necessary exclusive rights to redress unauthorized use of industrial 
design rights

0.50

Category 4: Trade Secrets and Related Rights

22. Protection of trade secrets 0.25

23. Regulatory data protection (RDP) term 0.00

Category 5: Commercialization of IP Assets

24. Barriers to market access 0.00

25. Regulatory and administrative barriers to the commercialization of IP assets 0.00

26. IP as an economic asset 0.75

Category 6: Enforcement 

27. Physical counterfeiting rates 0.31

28. Digital/online piracy rates 0.31

29. Civil and procedural remedies 0.25

30. Pre-established damages and/or mechanisms for determining the amount of damages generated by
copyright infringement

0.00

31. Criminal standards including minimum imprisonment and minimum fines 0.25

32. E¦ective border measures 0.50

33. Transparency and public reporting by customs authorities of trade-related IP infringement 0.75

Category 7: Systemic Eciency

34. Inter-governmental coordination of IP rights enforcement e¦orts 1.00

35. Consultation with stakeholders during IP policy formation 0.50

36. Educational campaigns and awareness raising 0.75

Category 8: Membership in and Ratification of International Treaties

37. WIPO Internet Treaties 0.00

38. Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks 0.00

39. Patent Law Treaty 0.00

40. At least one free trade agreement (FTA) with substantive and/or specific IP provisions such as chapters on IP 
and separate provisions on IP rights provided it was signed after WTO/TRIPS membership

0.00

TOTAL 12.55
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Strengths and Weaknesses
KEY AREAS OF STRENGTH

3 Prioritization of greater enforcement, awareness, and 
use of IP within wider development plan

3 U.S. memorandum of understanding (MOU)

3 Basic level of protection and registration system in 
place for copyrights, trademarks, and designs,  
including recent membership in Madrid Protocol

3 E¦orts to adjust copyright legislation to new  
technological developments 

3 Number of enforcement campaigns in 2017
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THAILAND

KEY AREAS OF WEAKNESS

7 Inadequate patent protection, gaps in patentability, and 
severe patent backlogs (though in 2017, there were 
e¦orts to accelerate procedures and boost resources)

7 Life sciences IP rights inconsistent with TRIPS, 
including new trade/competition law violation as 
basis for compulsory licensing

7 Incomplete digital copyright regime and hurdles to/
lack of clarity on e¦ective implementation (though 
injunctive relief mechanism now available)

7 Barriers to market access for patent holders 

7 Very high physical counterfeiting and digital piracy rates

7 Overall weak IP rights enforcement due to delays, 
lack of resources, and nondeterrent sentences
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Spotlight on the National IP Environment

uschamber.com/ipindex

Past Editions versus Current Scores
Thailand’s overall score has increased from 27% of the total possible score (with a score of 9.53 out of 35) in the 5th edition of the Index 

to 31% (12.55 out of 40) in the 6th edition. This reflects a relatively strong performance on the new indicators. In a positive development, 

and in light of the relative progress Thailand has made over the past few years on IP issues, the O�ce of the United States Trade 

Representative (USTR) in 2017 moved Thailand from the Special 301 Priority Watch List to the Watch List.

Copyrights, Related Rights, and Limitations
11. Expeditious injunctive-style relief and disabling of infringing content online: Amendments to the Computer Crime Act enacted

by the Legislative Assembly in December 2016, which entered into e�ect in 2017, provide for a mechanism for requiring ISPs to

disable access to IP-infringing sites. Under the mechanism, the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society (MDES) may file a motion

for a permanent injunction for disabling access to websites with IP-infringing content (defined as computer data that are a criminal

o�ense against IP). Implementation of the mechanism is ongoing, but it is thought that MDES will be notified by IP owners of

infringing content and then send a request for injunctive relief to a court. If an injunction is granted, MDES would order the ISP to

disable access to the site. There are some important limitations to the new mechanism. Given the dual administrative and judicial

nature of the mechanism and the MDES’ central role on both “ends” of the mechanism, the rules, timing, and enforcement methods

for the mechanism will be heavily reliant on MDES. In addition, the amendments limit the mechanism to infringing sites located in

Thailand, and so, depending on implementation, may not address foreign-hosted sites, which represent the majority of copyright-

infringing sites in Thailand. (There is a possible route for disabling foreign-hosted sites through rights holder motion to a court under

2015 amendments to the Copyright Act. However, it is not a strong basis since foreign-hosted sites are not explicitly mentioned and

rights holders have limited success in obtaining these types of orders.) Nevertheless, the amendments provide important legislative

grounds for a combined administrative and judicial ability to provide remedies to content owners. In 2017, MDES issued a Ministerial

Notification on the procedures to disable access to online infringing content/activities, enabling MDES o�cials to remove access to

“illegal data” or order ISPs to do so pursuant to a court order implementing the new mechanism. In addition, the Thai IP o�ce (DIP)

has reportedly assigned sta� to receive rights holder notices.

Commercialization of IP Assets
26. IP as an economic asset: Led by DIP, e�orts to promote wider use of IP rights by businesses have grown substantially in recent

years. A new unit of DIP, the IP Innovation Driven Enterprise Center, which began operations in 2017, provides, among other

elements, advisory services for SMEs in relation to managing IPRs, protecting IP globally, and identifying opportunities for leveraging

new areas. Workshops in Bangkok and across the country took place throughout 2017. DIP programs also aim to link inventors and

investors and provide IP valuation. DIP holds various other capacity-building workshops targeting entrepreneurs in di�erent sectors.

For example, in 2017 DIP, MDES, and the Ministry of Commerce partnered with software industry groups for a seminar, “Turn Up

Business with IP,” promoting SMEs’ use of IP and technology for product development and for growing international competitiveness.

Systemic E©ciency
34. Inter-governmental coordination of IP rights enforcement e�orts: Thailand has a dedicated platform for coordinating

enforcement of IP rights across government agencies in Thailand. The National IP Center for Enforcement (NICE), established in

2013, was created to promote cooperation among about 25 government agencies that cover enforcement of IP rights. Led by DIP,

NICE focuses on operations aimed at serious o�enders. In 2016, Thailand introduced a follow-on platform, the Subcommittee on IPR

Enforcement, which brings together 16 of these agencies as well as industry groups, including the Thai FDA, National Science and

Technology Development Agency, Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers Association (PReMA), IP Association of Thailand,

Fair Trade Area Watch, and Thai Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association. Led by the Internal Security Operations Command,

the subcommittee focuses on IP policy as well as enforcement. E�orts in the area of enforcement include planning measures and

overseeing operations based on regular meetings among participating agencies.




